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Optical vortices have emerged as a potential approach to enhance data capacity for its extra
degree of freedom of orbital angular momentum. Although linear metasurfaces have been used
to generate optical vortices, their capacity can be further increased by involving nonlinear
frequency conversions, providing new channels for data storage. Here, by introducing second
harmonic Pancharatnam-Berry phase, one linear and two second harmonic optical vortices with
different topological charges focused into different focal lengths can be generated
simultaneously from the proposed metasurface, which can store three-fold optical vortices
compared with the conventional linear geometric metasurfaces have been demonstrated.
Besides, the two-dimensional multifocal metalens with same strength of each focus emerged
from the parabolic phase factor have been experimentally observed. This nonlinear optical
vortices generation process represents a new strategy for enhancing the capacity of optical
communications and multi-channels integrated optical communications.

1. Introduction
Recently, metasurfaces have attracted considerable interest due to their unprecedented
1

capability in the manipulation of light propagation, which have been used to produce nearly
arbitrary wavefront of electromagnetic wave at subwavelength scale.[1-3] Ultrathin planar
metasurface devices can facilitate device miniaturization and system integration. Few-layer
metasurfaces are also becoming an increasingly important line of research because of their
emergent functionality and controllability.[4-6] Geometric metasurfaces are based on the
Pancharatnam-Berry (P-B) phase change, which can transform the incident circularly polarized
light into the opposite helicity with an imprinted geometric phase 2σθ, where σ=±1 stands for
the circular polarization state of the incident light and θ is the in-plane orientation angle of each
meta-atom.[7-8] Geometric metasurfaces have been applied to demonstrate exotic applications,
including optical holography,[9-11] ultrathin flat metalenses,[12-14] and optical spin Hall effects.[1518]

Recently, this concept has been extended to nonlinear optical regime and the nonlinear P-B

phase of metasurfaces was proved to be determined by both selection rules and the nonlinear
P-B phase elements.[19-20] Based on the nonlinear phase control process, nonlinear optical spinwavelength multiplexed holography[21] and nonlinear optical image encoding[22] have been
demonstrated. In comparison with linear geometric metasurfaces, nonlinear geometric
metasurfaces can store several-fold phase information due to the linear and nonlinear signals
carry different geometric phases.
An optical vortex has a helical phase front and doughnut-shaped spatial profile, referring to
optical beam carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) is characterized by an azimuthal phase
dependence exp(ilα), where l being an integer is the topological charge of the beam and α is the
azimuthal angle.[23-25] OAM has an unbounded value of l

per photon, which means the data

capacity can be dramatically enhanced by OAM-carrying beam, thus the optical vortex has a
promising prospect in modern optical communications.[26-27] The conventional optical vortex
generation methods, such as spiral phase plates,[28] space light modulators[29] and computergenerated holograms,[30] affect the compactness of optical systems and limit its applications in
2

the field of nanotechnology . Recently, optical vortices,[31-34] focused optical vortices[35-36] and
a volumetric optical vortex array[37] have been generated based on geometric metasurfaces.
However, these works only consider the linear signal of the optical vortex, the potential of the
optical vortex in enhancing data capacity can be explored further if nonlinear P-B phase is
added as nonlinear geometric metasurfaces can store more phase information than their linear
counterparts.
Here we propose and experimentally demonstrate by introducing second harmonic P-B
phase, the metasurface can store three-fold optical vortices with different topological charges
compared with the conventional linear geometric metasurfaces. Besides, the optical vortices are
designed to be focused for enhancing the weak signals of the second harmonic generation
(SHG). Here we adopt the parabolic phase distribution for focusing instead of hyperbolic one
since its mathematical linearity fits properly for multiplexing of linear and nonlinear P-B phase.
As a result, one linear and two SHG optical vortices with different topological charges focused
into different focal lengths can be generated simultaneously from the proposed single-layer
metasurface. Utilizing this nonlinear optical vortices generation process can promise great
applications in enhancing data capacity of optical communications and newer information
security. Furthermore, we reveal the new phenomenon of parabolic phase distribution for
focusing, and observe two-dimensional multifocal metalens in experiment.[38]

2. Experimental Section
Sample fabrication: The sample was prepared using a standard electron beam lithography
(EBL) and a lift-off process. First, a layer of poly(methylmethacrylate; PMMA) with thickness
of 120 nm which is an empirical value and a layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene sulfonate (Pedot:PSS) with thickness of 35 nm were spun coated on the fused silica
substrate by sequence. The Pedot:PSS layer was intended for charge release during the EBL
process which employing a 100 kV voltage, 200 pA current and 1000 μC/cm2 dose. After
3

defining the nanometer scale metasurface patterns by the EBL process, the Pedot:PSS layer was
removed with pure water for 60 s and PMMA was developed with methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK)/iso propyle alcohol (IPA) (3:1) for 40 s. Then a 2 nm Cr layer and a 35 nm Au layer
were deposited on the resist by sequence with electron beam evaporation deposition (EBD)
method. Then the Cr film was striped by removing PMMA with hot acetone at degree of 60℃
for 20 min, leaving the metal pattern on substrate. The Cr layer here aimed to enhance adhesion
between the silica surface and the gold layer.
Measurement procedure: An Erbium-doped ultrafast fiber laser (Toptica Photonics AG
FemtoFiber Pro NIR, repetition frequency: 80 MHz, pulse length: ~80 fs) centered at 1550 nm
was coupled to a home-built microscopy. A linear polarizer (LP) and a quarter-wave plate
(QWP) were combined to generate the incident circularly polarized light, the metasurface was
illuminated at normal incidence and the generated linear and nonlinear optical vortices were
filtered by another combination of a QWP and an LP, then collected with an objective, a tube
lens and a scientific camera. The objective, tube lens (Thorlabs ITL200) and camera were all
integrated on a XYZ translation stage to scan the focusing profiles of the optical vortices with
a step of 1 μm along z-direction. For linear measurement, an average power of 1 mW, a 50×
objective (SIGMA-KOKI PAL-50-NIR-HR-LC00 50× NA = 0.67) and an InGaAs camera
(HAMAMATSU InGaAs C10633) were used, the lens and short-pass filters are removed. For
nonlinear measurement, the fundamental pulses had an average power of 350 mW and were
focused to a spot with a diameter of ~200 μm (by a lens with focal length of 150 mm), which
corresponding to a peak intensity of 0.17GW/cm2. A 20× objective (SIGMA-KOKI PAL-20NIR-HR-LC00 20× NA = 0.45) and an sCMOS camera (HAMAMATSU ORCA-Flash4.0 V3)
were used for collecting the SHG signals. For measurement of topological charges of SHG
optical vortices, a ±1 order phase mask (made of JGS1, with period of 18 μm, depth of 0.87
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μm) was placed behind the tube lens, and a lens (with focal length of 75 mm) was used to
magnify the images.

3. Results and Discussion
The plasmonic nonlinearity phase control can be generally divided into two processes, selection
rules and nonlinear P-B phase elements. Different from the conventional selection rules of
harmonic generation that are mainly based on the symmetries at the atomic level, plasmonic
selection rules govern the plasmonic nonlinear processes can be imposed by the rotational
symmetry of metasurfaces. It has been demonstrated that for a fundamental wave with circularly
polarized state σ that can excite a metasurface, the allowed orders n for harmonic generation
are n=mj±1, where j is an arbitrary integer, m≥3 is the symmetry order of the metasurface and
“±” stands for the same or opposite circular polarization of harmonic generation. Due to the
deep subwavelength thickness of metasurfaces, the selection rules can be extended to lower 2fold and even 1-fold rotational symmetries.[19,21] For the allowed nonlinear signals, the
nonlinear geometric phases (n-1)σθ or (n+1)σθ are introduced of the nth harmonic generation
with same or opposite circular polarization to that of the fundamental wave. The split ring
resonators (SRRs) are selected as meta-atoms due to the lack of centrosymmetry and high SHG
efficiency by exciting their magnetic-dipole resonances.[39-40] According to above analysis, for
a fundamental wave with circularly polarized state σ, the non-centrosymmetric SRR with
orientation angle θ allows both SHG processes for the same (σ) or opposite polarization state (σ) as the incident polarization and these two SHG signals with different spins σ and –σ acquire
different nonlinear P-B phases of σθ and 3σθ, respectively. Thus, by introducing SHG process,
a metasurface can generate one linear (2σθ) and two nonlinear (σθ and 3σθ) P-B phases,
corresponding to the optical signals of different wavelengths and spins, noticeably, these
different P-B phases are linear dependence since they arise from the same principle.

5

Figure 1. (Color online) Schematic of focusing optical vortices with proposed metasurface. With
different combination of spin and wavelength, the three optical vortices with different topological
charges focused at different focal planes. The insets show the numerical intensities and interference
patterns of the optical vortices.

The hyperbolic phase distribution for focusing can be expressed as 0 (r )  k0 r 2  f 0 2 ,
where k0 is the linear wave vector, r is the distance of each meta-atom from the coordinate
origin and f0 is the linear focal length. This formula can be rewritten as  n (r )  kn r 2  f n 2
when nth harmonic generation signal is considered, where n (r ) 

n 1
0 (r ) , kn=nk0 is the
2

nonlinear wave vector and fn is the nonlinear focal length. Thus the relation between linear and
     n  1   0 
nonlinear focusing formulae is  n   
   , the equation makes sense only if n =
 k n   2n   k 0 
2

2

2

±1, meaning that the nonlinear focal length does not have exact solutions. The parabolic phase
distribution for focusing which has shown potential applications in non-paraxial plasmonic
Fourier optics recently can be expressed as:[41]

0 

The formula can be rewritten as n 

k0 r 2
.
2 f0

(1)

kn r 2
for nth harmonic generation signal and the
2 fn
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relation between linear and nonlinear focusing formulae is

n
kn



n  1 0
r2
. Thus, the

2n k 0 2 f n

nonlinear focal length is given by:

fn 

2n
f0 .
n 1

(2)

Therefore, the transmitted SHG of spin σ and -σ have nonlinear focal lengths of 4f0 and 4f0/3,
respectively. In order to achieve the desired focusing optical vortices, the metasurface need to
incorporate two distinct phase profiles of a lens and a vortex plate. Normally, the phase
distribution of the metasurface for both linear and nonlinear could be obtained as:

 kr 2
 y
 l  arctan   , x  0

x
2 f
=  2
,
 kr  l    arctan  y   , x  0
 

 2 f
 x 


(3)

where the parameter l represents the topological charge of the radiated OAM light, we set linear
focal length f0 = 30 μm and topological charge l0 = 2 in this letter. Based on the aforementioned
analysis, one linear focusing optical vortex (-σ) with f0 = 30 μm, l0 = 2 and two nonlinear
focusing optical vortices with fn1 = 120 μm, ln1 = 1 (σ) and fn2 = 40 μm, ln2 = 3 (-σ) can be
generated simultaneously as shown in Figure 1. The insets show the numerical intensities and
interference patterns of the optical vortices.
As a typical structure for investigating SHG process, SRRs have been proved that by
exciting the magnetic-dipole resonances, the SHG process can be largely boosted.[39] Therefore,
the magnetic-dipole mode of SRRs is designed to fit the wavelength of illumination around
1550 nm. In our study, all numerical simulations were performed using the finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method. The complex dielectric constants of gold and silica substrate
were taken from measured data.[42] For the theoretical simulations, the meta-atom has periodic
boundary conditions in the x and y directions, light is illuminated from the substrate side and
perfectly matched layers are used at the bottom of the air domain. The single gold SRR is
7

characterized by four geometrical parameters: length of long arm Lx, length of short arm Ly,
width w and thickness h of the antenna. The period between the antennas is 400 nm in both
directions. Figure 2a shows the simulated transmission spectra of uniformly arranged SRRs for
horizontal (solid blue line) and vertical (solid red line) polarized incident light, the magneticdipole mode located at 1550 nm can be excited by horizontal polarized component and the

Figure 2. (Color online) Properties of the fabricated metasurface. a) Simulated transmission spectra for
horizontal and vertical polarized incident light of uniformly arranged SRRs. Length of long arm Lx, short
arm Ly, width w and thickness h of the nanoantenna are 167, 145, 40 and 35 nm, respectively.
Characteristic snapshots of b) current density J and c) magnetic field B of an SRR at wavelength of
1550 nm. The scale bar is adapted for each figure. d) Simulated (dashed lines) and measured (solid lines)
transmission spectra for horizontal and vertical polarized incident light of the fabricated metasurface for
focusing optical vortices. The incident wavelengths are marked by a red stripe. e) SEM micrograph of a
part of the fabricated metasurface. The set shows the whole metasurface with a radius of 120 μm.

electric-dipole mode located around 800 nm. Due to the existence of toroidal current, strong
magnetic dipole resonance in the range of fundamental wavelengths has been excited as shown
in Figure 2b and 2c. To experimentally verify the nonlinear optical vortices design, a
metasurface consisting of gold SRRs was fabricated using EBL, the simulated (dashed lines)
8

and measured (solid lines) linear transmission spectra of the nonlinear optical vortices
generation metasurface are displayed in Figure 2d, and Figure 2e shows the scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of a small area across the fabricated metasurface and the inset shows
the whole metasurface with a radius of 120 μm. The principle of the orientation angle for each
SRR antenna is based on Equation 3, which combines a lens factor and a vortex plate. As
expected before, the metasurface has a magnetic-dipole mode at 1530 nm for both horizontal
and vertical polarizations, which is slightly blue shifted compared with the designed result. The
distribution of the orientation angles among SRRs of the optical vortex component is isotropic
in both horizontal and vertical directions, and the lens component can be seem as nearly
isotropic in each radiated direction. Thus the final distribution of the orientation angles of the
SRRs across the whole metasurface is nearly isotropic, the two polarized transmission spectra
are identical and higher than the simulated spectra of uniformly arranged SRRs due to the
average effect of two polarization directions.

Figure 3. (Color online) Experimental demonstration of the linear focusing optical vortex. a) Calculated
phase profile for linear focusing optical vortex with spin -σ. b) Numerical and e) measured intensity
distributions along the propagation direction, the insets show the intensity distributions at focal planes.
The scale bar is adapted for each figure. c) Numerical and f) measured interference patterns of the
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focusing optical vortices. The scale bar is adapted for each figure. d) The numerical and measured
intensity cross profiles of the focusing optical vortices at focal planes.

We first demonstrated the evolution of the linear focusing optical vortex with topological
charge l0 = 2 and local length f0 = 30 μm. A home-built microscope was used for measuring
both linear and nonlinear radiated electric field intensities (see supporting information Figure
S1). The combination of the vortex plate and lens factor results in a pair of spiral of the phase
distribution as shown in Figure 3a. As presented in Figure 3b, numerical intensity distribution
along the propagation direction reveals that the optical vortex concentrate while propagating
with a focal length of 27 μm. The inset indicates the intensity distribution at the focal plane,
which has the doughnut-shaped spatial profile with characteristic intensity minimum at the
center, further confirming a focused optical vortex. Under LCP (σ) illumination, the focusing
optical vortex has an opposite spin (-σ) to that of the incident beam, thus a QWP and an LP was
placed in front of the camera to filter out any co-polarized light. The experimental results are
presented in Figure 3e with a measured focal length about 32 μm which generally agrees with
the designed value and the inset indicates the measured intensity distribution at the focal plane.
The intensity cross profiles depict that both numerical (red dashed line) and measured (blue
solid line) center-to-center distances of the doughnut-shaped spatial profile at the focal plane
are less than 5 μm as shown in Figure 3d, which can be readily integrated into micro-optical
platforms due to its compact dimension. To verify the topological charge of the focusing optical
vortex, partial transmitted co-polarized light was deliberately reserved by turning the LP, thus
it could interfere with the focusing optical vortex as a reference wave. The intensity of the
interference pattern can be manifested by rotating petals encircling the beam centers, where the
value and sign of topological charge l are determined by the number andtwisting direction of
these petals and from both numerical (Figure 3c) and experimental (Figure 3f) results, the two
petals unambiguously validate l0 = 2.
10

We next measured the spin-dependent nonlinear focusing optical vortices at SHG
wavelength. The nonlinear focusing optical vortices with same (σ) or opposite (-σ) circular
polarization to that of the fundamental wave can be selectively demonstrated by turning a QWP
and an LP placed in front of the camera. For the focusing optical vortex with the same spin to
the illumination light, the theoretical phase distribution is depicted in Figure 4a, different from
the linear one, only one spiral emerges. The numerical (Figure 4c) and measured (Figure 4d)
intensity profiles along the propagation direction both indicate a nonlinear focal length fn1 about
115 μm, which accords with the theoretical analysis of Equation (2). The intensity cross profiles

Figure 4. (Color online) Experimental demonstration of the SHG focusing optical vortex. Calculated
phase profile for nonlinear focusing optical vortex with spin a) σ and b) -σ. Numerical intensity
distributions along the propagation direction with spin c) σ and f) -σ, the insets show the intensity
distributions at focal planes. Measured intensity distributions along the propagation direction with spin
d) σ and g) -σ, the insets show the intensity distributions at focal planes. The numerical and measured
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intensity cross profiles of the focusing optical vortices at focal planes with spin e) σ and h) -σ . The scale
bar is adapted for each figure.

at the focal plane as shown in Figure 4e indicate that the diameter of the nonlinear annular ring
is about 2 μm for both numerical and measured results due to the smaller topological charge
and shorter wavelength compared with the linear one, this phenomenon can also be observed
through the intensity distribution (inset of Figure 4d). For the focusing optical vortex with the
opposite spin to the illumination light, the theoretical phase distribution appears three spirals as
depicted in Figure 4b, the numerical (Figure 4f) and measured (Figure 4g) nonlinear focal
lengths fn2 are both about 39 μm. The diameter of the nonlinear annular ring is less than 4 μm
at the focal plane as shown in Figure 4h. Besides, this nonlinear optical vortices method has
sufficient less noise than the purely linear way due to for each spin-wavelength combination,
all meta-atoms provide effective phase. Furthermore, since no background noise derived from
the illumination light for nonlinear focusing optical vortices, a larger signal-to-noise ratio can
be obtained at SHG wavelength range.
How to quantify the topological charges of optical vortices for ultrafast laser beams is
usually a challenging problem due to it is hard for conventional interferometry to satisfy the
ultrashort coherence length from two arms. Recently, a new methodology has been
demonstrated to measure the topological charges of nonlinear optical vortices through on-chip
metasurface interferometry, however, this approach can only applied for specific designed
metasurfaces.[43] To overcome this constraint, we proposed a simplified interferometry by using
±1 order phase mask which can highly suppress 0 order and diffract light equally and maximally
into the ±1 orders as shown in Figure 5a. Self-interference between these two orders creates an
interference pattern with half period of the phase mask, thus a pair of dislocations in the fringe
pattern can appear in the interferogram for the optical vortex. As shown in both numerical
(Figure 5b and 5c) and measured (Figure 5d and 5e) results, one branch (σ) and three branches
12

(-σ) have additionally appeared in the fringe patterns, confirming the presence of phase defects
at the cores of these two SHG beams, and the number of braches ensures that the SHG optical
vortices carries topological charges of ln1 = 1 and ln2 = 3, respectively.

Figure 5. (Color online) Experimental measurement of the topological charges of SHG optical vortices.
a) Illustration of the measurement set-up for measuring the topological charges of SHG optical vortices.
LP, linear polarizer; QWP, quarter-wave plate; SPF, short-pass filter. Numerical self-interference
patterns of the SHG optical vortices with spin b) σ and c) -σ. Measured self-interference patterns of the
SHG optical vortices with spin d) σ and e) -σ after the phase mask plane. The number of branches reveals
that the SHG beams possess OAM of ln1 = 1 and ln2 = 3, respectively. The scale bar is adapted for each
figure.

A parabolic phase profile can be seem as the first order approximation of Taylor expansion
of a hyperbolic phase distribution, thus is commonly used to simplify the design of a metalens
13

with small numerical aperture.[44] However, recent research has proved that a multifocal
metalens can be achieved based on the parabolic phase profile if the metalens is large enough.[38]
Here, we have experimentally observed the two-dimensional multifocal metalens since the lens
factor of the focusing optical vortices is adopted as the parabolic phase profile. The normalized
two-dimensional phase profiles of discrete meta-atoms of the linear focusing optical vortex with
spin –σ, SHG focusing optical vortices with spin σ and –σ are shown in Figure 3a, 4a and 4d,
respectively, these aperiodic phase profiles, interestingly, can generate periodic focusing

Figure 6. (Color online) Observation of multi-focal lenses. Numerical intensity distributions at focal
planes of the linear focusing optical vortices with spin a) -σ, and SHG focusing optical vortices with
spin b) σ and c) -σ. Measured intensity distributions at focal planes of the linear focusing optical vortices
with spin d) -σ, and SHG focusing optical vortices with spin e) σ and f) -σ. The scale bar is adapted for
each figure. The numerical and measured intensity cross profiles of the linear focusing optical vortex
with spin g) σ and SHG focusing optical vortices with spin h) σ and i) -σ at focal planes.

profiles. The phase difference Δφi between two adjacent meta-atoms varies periodically from 14

π to π, which cannot be considered close to a constant. The foci can periodically appear as long
as the metasurface is large enough. The minimum period of the foci can be expressed as:

D

f


,

(4)

where Λ is the period of each meta-atom. According to Equation 4, the theoretical distances
between the foci of linear with spin -σ, SHG with spin σ and –σ focusing optical vortices are
116 μm, 234 μm and 78 μm, respectively, the numerical (Figure 6a-6c) and measured (Figure
6d-6f) results are in agreement with the theoretical ones. Besides, the intensity cross profiles of
both numerical (red dashed line) and measured (blue solid line) intensities depict that the
intensity of each focus is equal as shown in Figure 6g-6i, thus the metalens can be serve as a
generalized grating with the same strength for all the diffracting orders.

4. Conclusions and Outlook
In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated that by introducing nonlinear geometric
phases, three-fold capacity of optical vortices can be achieved using an ultrathin nonlinear
metasurface with sufficient low noise compared with the conventional linear geometric ones.
One linear and two SHG optical vortices with different topological charges focused into
different focal lengths can be generated simultaneously, each focusing optical vortex can only
be read out by specific combination of spin and wavelength. Besides, the two-dimensional
multifocal metalenses for both linear and nonlinear regimes have also been observed based on
the parabolic phase factor. Although the efficiency of the nonlinear metasurface is low in our
experiment compared with the linear metasurfaces which have been used to manipulate the
angular momentum of light[18,34] since the centrosymmetric atomic lattice of noble metals
forbids the second harmonic generation in the bulk noble metals, the SHG process can provide
more information channels and can be further enhanced by adopting hybrid or semiconductorbased metasurfaces.[45-46] The nonlinear focusing optical vortices can open new avenues for
15

high-capacity OAM communications, multi-channel optical manipulation and information
encryption. We note that the capacity can be further extended by this methodology by
introducing other nonlinear processes (such as third harmonic generation (THG), see supporting
information Figure S2), combining with multitasking or volumetric generation processes.

Supporting Information
Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article at the
publisher’s website.
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Graphical Abstract
By introducing second harmonic Pancharatnam-Berry phase, one linear and two second
harmonic optical vortices with different topological charges focused into different focal lengths
can be generated simultaneously from the proposed metasurface, which can store three-fold
optical vortices compared with the conventional linear geometric metasurfaces have been
demonstrated. Besides, the two-dimensional multifocal metalens with same strength of each
focus emerged from the parabolic phase factor have been experimentally observed.
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